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MINUTES OF PERSONNEL AND RESOURCE COMMITTEE 

TUESDAY 15 MARCH 2016 

 

PRESENT: 

David Riley, (Chair), Andy Jarvis, Michelle Heather, Carol Mayes, Andy Scott, Gary Moss 

 

IN ATTENDANCE:   Janine Prosser (Camclerk) 

  

1. Welcome and apologies 

   

Alison Anderson (HT), Andy Mayes, Catherine Deans 

  

2. Minutes & matters arising 

  

The minutes were approved as an accurate record. 

  

All actions are either complete or on the agenda 

  

3. Declarations of Interest 

  

There were no declarations of interest. 

  

4. Head teacher’s report 

 

MH outlined the report: 

• Pupil Numbers – the figures for expected numbers for next year are conservative, it is likely to be 

around 50 children however this is first year Brampton have a larger intake.  The numbers continue 

to increase each year which may have implications with regard to putting money away for the 

building in the future. 

• Attendance – this is at 96.82% which is just below the government target.  To date five letters have 

been issued and parent meetings have taken place.  Following on from these meetings, one has 

resulted in a CAF being completed for a family who needed extra support.  The meetings have 

stressed to parents the importance of making sure their children attend school.  DR asked if medical 

evidence will need to be provided retrospectively.  This is not the case it is only from the point the 

letter is issued. 

• Exclusions – there have been no exclusions this term  

• Child protection – there are 2 ongoing cases - one is expected to be resolved on the near future and 

the other one is being addressed. 

• Prevent - all staff have had prevent awareness raising which is protection against radicalization.  

This can take the form of grooming, etc.  All staff are aware of the risks and there are Prevent 

meetings where cases are discussed and ways forward are developed.  Internet security awareness 

has been completed with children previously and there will be a Parents Evening in May 2016 (in 

conjunction with a cinema evening with a meal) to focus on internet safety in order to raise 

awareness among parents and to help them keep their children safe.  This will include raising 

awareness of the different types of devices used. DR asked if there was anyone with concerns at 

present in relation to Prevent.  There is not currently – it is more of a Secondary School issue but 
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grooming can start in Primary schools so it is good to be aware.  Also it gets staff to ask more 

questions if children use prejudicial language learnt from parents. 

• SEND - AS asked if the SEN number has gone down.  There are currently 28 children registered 

which is quite high as proportion (10% nationally) but this has been reduced since new SEN lead has 

reviewed the cases. 

• Pupil progress meetings – these are explained within the report.   

• Targets for KS1 SATS - The targets are high for KS1 – these were set by HT early on.  In writing there 

needs to be a note of caution as guidelines are changing frequently.  It is no longer a "best fit” 

approach as all criteria needs to be met to obtain the level. The school has been selected to sit the 

KS1 SATS early (in April as opposed to May) as part of a benchmarking exercise.  This may mean 

that the test result may not be the same as the teacher assessment as they are being completed 

early but this will still leave room for improvement by July.  There are around 100 schools that will 

be part of this.  This may mean that results will need to be monitored through to show progress by 

year end.   

• Targets for KS2 SATS – the targets have only been set at National as this is a new entity.  The 

benchmark that has to be achieved is 65% for achieving reading, writing and Maths (combined).  In 

order to get each level they must fit all of the criteria, even if they are working mainly at a higher 

level.  It was noted this may cause issues with peer comparison among the children. 

  

5. Surplus Policy 

  

At a previous meeting it was felt it was necessary to formulate a policy on the level of surplus to be kept at 

each year end.  Governors felt strongly it was important to continue to spend money on the children.  A 

discussion took place around whether it would be more prudent to hold some money back however 

governors felt that often in this case surplus can be spent on not necessarily on the best items as a response 

to needing to spend in a short period of time and it was preferable to allow for these funds to be added to 

the budget from the outset instead.  Governors plan to review the budget regularly in relation to the 

numbers of children on the roll and expected funds, along with reviewing planned expenditure.  The goal 

will be to balance the budget.  Governors noted there is also the House funds to fall back on.  Income from 

the House can be used within the budget but if required the decision could be made could sell a number of 

shares.  MH will check amount in the House funds – believed to be circa £70k. 

  

All governors present were in agreement to the above proposal. 

 

Action: 

• MH to check amount in the House funds 

 

 

 

  

6. Budget Review 

  

MH circulated the Budget.  It was discussed as follows: 

• This year the total is £873k (£851k last year).   

• There are six more pupils since the census (253 for census) which should mean should mean that 

the following year this will be increased further as it will be based on the additional pupils. 
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• The classroom by BOSS will be split over the summer. Quotes of around £2k have been obtained. 

DR asked if the quotes had been received from a related party – this is not the case. This will mean 

there will be 12 classrooms in September 

• In future years the staffroom may need to be used (when the current Year 2 reach Year 6).  This 

may also result in the school needing to look at BOSS and other options for expansion which will 

need to be planned for and allocated within the budget.   

• There is a new housing development may bring additional funds however there are concerns with 

developers.  They have made a statement to say the school does not have capacity which is not the 

case.  There is also a statement to say they will make a contribution to Local Education Authority – 

which as the school is as an Academy may mean they do not get access to many funds as they could 

be diverted to others, e.g. Hinchingbrooke.  It was agreed that GM would make contact with the 

developers to ask that as an Academy they would need to negotiate directly with the school rather 

than the LA and to clarify that the school will have capacity as long as they do alteration work 

within the school. GM asked if anybody had have spoken to Parish council.  This has not happened 

yet but may be worthwhile as they may have further information.  GM noted some parents are 

concerned about the statement that there is no capacity.  It was agreed that the school should put 

something in the Roundabout in April and/or newsletter to correct.  This should also include that 

there are no plans to combine schools as per the statement about declining numbers.  It was noted 

that Hinchingbrooke is still oversubscribed but this school still falls into its catchment area. 

 

HT will finalise the budget on her return. 

  

MH advised there was a mini audit completed by Rawlinsons – the following points were raised:  

1.1 - if outstanding payment are over six months they need to be cancelled and reissued. 

2.6 - they are on the website so this is not an issue 

4.2 - invoices are waiting to be received and this caused delay 

4.3 - system has not been an issue before – the school will contact Rawlinsons for review. 

  

In summary the areas addressed were medium or low risk and mainly housekeeping issues.  DR asked if a 

report was needed in response to the report.  Jenny Mews has already provided a response so this is not 

required. 

  

It was noted that if the school funding formula is inequitable as proposed by MP's, then this will serve to 

benefit the school.  This does not take into account pupil premium which is paid in addition. 

  

If there any questions on the above please send these to DR who will collate and pose to HT on her return. 

 

Actions: 

• GM to make contact with developers to raise the schools concerns. 

• MH to issue a statement about capacity and that there are no plans to combine schools in the 

Roundabout and/or school newsletter to alleviate parent’s concerns. 

  

7. Premises – including New Path Proposal 

  

The building work has now been signed off; the skylights are complete and roof is done and no longer leaks.  

DR asked about the claim for toilets - HT was discussing a further grant application but this has not 

happened yet. 
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New path proposal  

The PTA have not been successful in finding quotes - MH to chase this as she would like it to be done in 

October.  It is likely to be a gravel board path similar to those at Grafham Water - MH is currently in 

discussions with Grafham Water about other matters so will ask their advice on this. 

  

MH advised that the PTA have been told they cannot carry funds over at year end as they are not a charity.  

They are looking for support with the paperwork to turn into a charity (Carolyn Mayes is Chair, Ed Isaacs is 

Vice Chair). It was suggested they look for another local school who has a charity for support.  MH noted it 

was imperative that they are able to save money over time as the next item after the path will be raising 

money for a minibus.  Governors suggested that the PTA ask parents for help with this. Once a charity they 

will be able to be set up for Gift Aid.  MH to feed this back to the PTA. 

  

There are no Health and Safety issues at present. 

 

Action: 

• MH to chase PTA about quotes for new path 

• MH to feed back the suggestions of governors about changing to a charity to the PTA. 

  

8. Personnel 

  

MH has appointed an additional teacher to replace MH’s time in the classroom.  This will be funded from 

the additional funding from the increase in numbers.  The person recruited will be a NQT who was training 

at the school.   

  

Mel Anderson (TA) has got a position in the Diamond Trust (St Neots based MAT) and will train to become a 

teacher - she will attend university one day a week and this will be her base.  She will be teaching Spanish in 

the meantime. 

  

9. Issues for FGB 

  

MH has visited the DfE to look at options for future - one is to become SKIT trainers (training teachers in the 

school) which would be an opportunity to get further funds into the school. Currently there is demand for 

rural and coastal placements and the school is looking to approach the Diocese to suggest they become the 

SKIT trainer for the Dioceses.  This would mean that there would not be as much pressure to become a 

MAT.  It would be a lengthy process to apply and it would include a partnership agreement which would go 

out to the other schools involved. DR asked whether the school would have to pay the trainee teachers.  

This would not be the case as they would be paying a fee to attend.  AJ asked what the resource 

requirement would be.  It would mean they would need more staff but would not necessarily need more 

space.  This would depend on where they trained and they could look at external venues.  The committee 

are happy for further details to be obtained and for the school come back to the committee with a 

proposal. 

 

Action: 

• MH/HT to come back to the committee with a proposal round becoming a teacher training school. 

 

10.  AOB 

  

The committee expressed their thanks to MH for hard work in HT’s absence. 
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11. Date of next meeting – 12 July 2016 

 

The meeting closed at 18.55 

 

 

 

Chair’s Name      Chair’s Signature 

 

 

 

 

 


